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The Eleventh Edition of this widely used casebook continues its long tradition of teaching the "fundamentals" of a highly
complex subject with clear and engaging explanatory text, skillfully drafted problems, and a rich and well edited mix of
original source materials to accompany the Code and regulations. This extensive revision discusses all significant
developments since the last edition, including relevant provisions of the 2017 tax legislation known as the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act. Highlights of new material covered in the Eleventh Edition are: The deduction under § 199A for 20% of qualified
business income from a pass-through entity. The discussion incorporates the final regulations, and includes a new
problem set. The impact on choice of entity of the 21% corporate income tax rate, lower individual income tax rates, the
20% deduction for qualified business income, and other tax and business planning considerations. The three-year longterm holding period required by § 1061 for capital gains allocable to service partners with carried interests. Final,
temporary and proposed regulations on partnership liabilities and the special treatment of bottom dollar payment
obligations. New limitations in § 461(l) on excess business losses. Technical changes to Subchapter K, including the
expanded definition of "substantial built-in loss" under § 743(b) and repeal of the technical termination rule in § 708. S
corporation developments, including the requirement to pay reasonable compensation to shareholder-employees for
purposes of the § 199A qualified business income deduction.
Working Papers provide students with formatted templates to aid them in doing homework assignments.
The Tenth Edition of this widely used casebook continues its long tradition of teaching the "fundamentals" of a highly
complex subject with clear and engaging explanatory text, skillfully drafted problems, and a rich mix of original source
materials to accompany the Code and regulations. This extensive revision discusses all significant developments since
the last edition, including relevant provisions of the 2017 legislation known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Highlights of
new material covered in the Tenth Edition are: The impact on choice of entity of the 21% corporate income tax rate, lower
individual income tax rates, the 20% deduction for qualified business income, and other tax and business planning
considerations. A revised discussion of corporate capital structure to reflect the changed stakes resulting from the
reduction of the corporate income tax rate and the new § 163(j) limitation on the deduction of business interest.
Developments affecting corporate divisions under § 355, including the IRS's changed ruling policy and proposed
regulations dealing with divisions involving significant cash and other nonbusiness assets. Other technical changes to
Subchapter C, including a revised definition of contributions to capital, reductions of the dividends received deduction,
modifications to the net operating loss deduction, safe harbor valuation methods to measure continuity of proprietary
interest, and the reduced role of the limitations on multiple tax benefits for affiliated corporations. S corporation
developments, with an overview and a new problem on the § 199A deduction for 20% of qualified business income from
pass-through entities and the requirement to pay reasonable compensation to shareholder-employees of S corporations.
Offered as an alternative to the authors' widely used separate texts on corporate and partnership tax, the Sixth Edition of
this comprehensive casebook continues its tradition of providing an integrated approach to teaching the "fundamentals"
of a highly complex subject with clear and engaging explanatory text, skillfully drafted problems, selective discussion of
tax policy issues, and a rich mix of original source materials to accompany the Code and regulations. Important highlights
of the Sixth Edition include: Coverage of all significant C corporation and partnership developments since the last edition,
including the impact of the now permanent higher marginal individual tax rates and the 3.8% net investment income tax;
new legislation blocking tax-free spin-offs of REITs; final regulations on 336(e) elections, Type F reorganizations,
noncompensatory options, and partnership allocations where interests change during the year; and new proposed
regulations on 355 corporate divisions, partnership liabilities, 751(b) disproportionate distributions, and disguised
payments for services as applied to investment management fee waivers and similar strategies to convert ordinary
income to capital gain. Updated and reorganized discussion of the continuity of proprietary interest doctrine in tax-free
reorganizations. Integrated materials related to compensating the service partner in a new and fully updated self-standing
chapter. Shorter separate chapters on partnership allocations, allocation of partnership liabilities, income-shifting
safeguards, partner-partnership property transactions, liquidating distributions, and partnership terminations and
mergers. A new case (Canal Corporation v. Commissioner) illustrating a successful IRS attack on the debt-financed
distribution gain deferral strategy. Updated discussion of business enterprise tax policy issues, including a new overview
of issues affecting U.S. multinational corporations, the latest prospects and options for comprehensive tax reform, and
the ongoing debate on taxing partnership "carried interests." A completely updated chapter on S corporations,
incorporating temporary Code provisions made permanent and final regulations on the basis of indebtedness of S
corporations to their shareholders, and expanded coverage of employment tax issues affecting S corporation owners who
are active in the business.
Strengthen family and community engagement to promote equity and increase student success! When schools, families,
and communities collaborate and share responsibility for students' education, more students succeed in school. Based
on 30 years of research and fieldwork, this fourth edition of a bestseller provides tools and guidelines to use to develop
more effective and equitable programs of family and community engagement. Written by a team of well-known experts,
this foundational text demonstrates a proven approach to implement and sustain inclusive, goal-oriented programs.
Readers will find: Many examples and vignettes Rubrics and checklists for implementation of plans CD-ROM complete
with slides and notes for workshop presentations
Master the most important areas of today's tax law with Whittenburg/Altus-Buller/Gill's best-selling INCOME TAX
FUNDAMENTALS 2022. This concise, practical introduction to tax preparation uses a unique, step-by-step workbook
format that integrates actual tax forms. You learn the complexities of the U.S. income tax code as this edition's clear, upPage 1/5
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to-date presentation walks you through real, current examples using the most recent tax forms. A variety of end-ofchapter problems and online exercises offers hands-on practice with tax return problems that use source documents
identical to those of real clients. Professional Intuit ProConnectTM tax preparation software also accompanies each new
book. In addition, numerous study tools and powerful online resources, including the CNOWv2 online homework tool,
help you further refine your knowledge and practical skills to become a successful tax preparer today. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Fundamentals of Partnership TaxationFoundation Press
The Tenth Edition of this widely used casebook continues its long tradition of teaching the "fundamentals" of a highly complex
subject with clear and engaging explanatory text, skillfully drafted problems, and a rich mix of original source materials to
accompany the Code and regulations. Important highlights of the Tenth Edition include: Coverage of all significant developments
since the last edition, including the impact on choice of business entity of the now permanent higher marginal individual tax rates
and the 3.8% tax on net investment income tax; final regulations on noncompensatory options and partnership allocations where
interests change during the year; and new proposed regulations on partnership liabilities, 751(b) disproportionate distributions,
and disguised payments for services as applied to investment management fee waivers and similar strategies to convert ordinary
income to capital gain. Reorganized and integrated materials related to compensating the service partner in a new and fully
updated self-standing chapter. Shorter separate chapters on partnership allocations, allocation of partnership liabilities, incomeshifting safeguards, partner-partnership property transactions, liquidating distributions, and partnership terminations and mergers.
Updated discussion of tax policy issues affecting partnerships, including prospects and options for business tax reform and the
continuing debate on taxing "carried interests." A new case (Canal Corporation v. Commissioner) illustrating a successful IRS
attack on the debt-financed distribution gain deferral strategy. S corporation developments, including temporary Code provisions
made permanent; final regulations on the basis of indebtedness of S corporations to their shareholders; and expanded coverage of
employment tax issues affecting S corporation owners who are active in the business.
The theory behind the ''flow-through'' tax treatment given partnerships is relatively straight forward -- the partnership files an
information return (paying no tax) and all partnership items are allocated among and reported by the partners on their individual
income tax returns (and they pay the associated tax). However, the rules that govern how the items are allocated are complex,
layered, and intricate. In addition, there are related rules, such as those for the determination of basis, how to tax sales of
partnership interests, and how to treat the distribution of cash or property from the partnership. Often, the best way to understand
how complex rules work and the results they are intended to bring about are seen best through examples of application of the
rules. Problems and Solutions in Partnership Tax does just that; it provides numerous examples of how the rules for partnerships
are applied. It begins with the most basic, such as the rules governing the contribution of property to a partnership, selection of the
taxable year, and computation of partnership taxable income. It also covers the more complex rules, such as those governing
special allocations of recourse deductions, allocation of recourse liabilities, allocation of nonrecourse deductions, allocation of
nonrecourse liabilities, and disproportionate distributions. Throughout, the examples are keyed to the partnership balance sheet,
showing the effect the applicable rule has on the relationship of the partners to the partnership and the partners to each other. This
book is a great resource for anyone practicing partnership taxation.
Vol. 3 also issed as rev. 3rd ed. ; rev. 3rd edition of other vols. not planned.
Learn the complexities of the U.S. income tax code and master the most important areas of tax law with Whittenburg/AltusBuller/Gill's market-leading INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2021. This concise, practical introduction to today's tax preparation
uses a unique, step-by-step workbook format that integrates actual tax forms. A clear presentation presents the most up-to-date
tax changes and developments as you walk through real examples using current, authentic tax forms. A variety of end-of-chapter
problems offer hands-on practice, including tax return problems that use source documents identical to those of real clients. Turn
to INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2021 to refine the timely knowledge and practical skills you need to become a successful tax
preparer. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This volume provides a comprehensive guide to the status of the OECD-led international work on taxation and electronic
commerce, and hence to emerging conclusions and recommendations across a wide span of tax policy and tax administration
issues.
The Logic of Subchapter K was originally intended for use as a text for a law school course in Partnership Taxation. Together with
the accompanying problem set and teachers manual, it guides students through the conceptual framework of subchapter K, while
thoroughly covering the many difficult technical matters in the statutes and regulations, with the goal of giving students a firm
understanding of this most difficult subject. Each chapter begins with a basic explanation of the relevant provisions and the roles
that they play in the overall structure of subchapter K. It includes an increasingly detailed discussion of the specific rules, including
multiple illustrative examples. Each chapter builds on the earlier chapters, leading the student through subchapter K. The authors
have successfully used the text and problems for both JD and LLM courses at NYU School of Law, Yale Law School, Cardozo
School of Law, and Hastings College of the Law. Since the publication of the first edition of the book in 1996, it has also been used
widely in business and accounting courses outside of the law school setting. It is also on the shelf of many practitioners. This 6th
Edition addresses multiple changes made by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, including Section 199A qualified business
deduction, the expensing of assets under Section 168(k), partnership terminations under Section 708, and an assortment of
regulatory changes made in the three years since publication of the 5th Edition.
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929.
Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that
covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting
and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that
can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student.
Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting
knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students are
immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over
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rote memorization.

Fundamentals of Taxation emphasizes a hands-on approach to tax education. It's a Taxation textbook designed to
expose beginning tax students to tax law, but to also teach the practical intricacies involved in the preparation of tax
forms and tax returns. To train tomorrow's tax preparers to handle the complex U.S. tax law, the Fundamentals of
Taxation textbook and Connect author team have devised four primary teaching advantages: Organized to closely follow
the IRS tax forms. Actual tax forms are incorporated throughout the text, giving students the opportunity to understand
the principles behind tax law while they learn how to work with clients to obtain the information they will need to complete
tax forms. Proper reporting of tax issues are illustrated. The authors present a tax issue, discuss the legal requirements,
illustrate the proper tax form placement, and show the completed form in the text, mixing practical and legal implications
of tax preparation. Integration of an individual income tax software package (TaxACT). The authors supplement the text
with citations of relevant tax authorities, such as the Internal Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, Revenue Rulings,
Revenue Procedures, and court cases.
The taxation of partnerships in an international context is undoubtedly one of the most complex areas of (international)
tax law. It is also of great importance from a practical point of view. This is particularly due to two conflicting principles:
some countries treat partnerships as taxable entities, while others treat them as opaque or transparent and only see the
partners as taxpayers for tax purposes. This difference in approach can lead to double taxation as well as double nontaxation. In addition, specific problems can arise in the case of triangular situations.0The tax treatment of partnerships is
so difficult and so important from a practical as well as an academic/theoretical point of view that the OECD, back in
1999, published an extensive report on this subject, the so-called “OECD Partnership Report”. This document set forth
in great detail the view of the OECD with respect to the taxation of international partnerships from the perspective of the
state of source as well as the state of residence. The Report contained some general remarks on the taxation of
partnerships, but was mainly built on examples of specific cases and their tax treatment.0 In 2014, the OECD Partnership
Report celebrates its 15th anniversary. Consequently, it is high time to investigate if and how the ideas of the OECD have
been adopted by various jurisdictions. This book aims first to give a short introduction on the taxation of international
partnerships in individual jurisdictions, and then to answer the problems posed in the examples in the Partnership Report
from each jurisdictionþs perspective. To get the full picture, the jurisdictions covered include the economically most
important EU Member States and other European countries like Switzerland, next to Australia, Brazil, China and the
United States.
The Fifth Edition of Fundamentals of Partnership Taxation integrates all significant new developments, making a
particular effort to adhere to their highly successful concept of providing "fundamentals" coverage for one of the most
demanding courses in the law school curriculum.
Negotiation is stuck—it's time for something new. Almost everything is negotiable, almost every interaction a negotiation.
And in no field is this clearer than in business, where every day we need to work with others to get things done. But when
we have real differences, is a win-win always possible? Or must every negotiation be a zero-sum game, with a winner
and a loser? Over the last half century, these two opposing philosophies have ruled the field: the win-lose, tooth-and-nail
battle plan identified with training guru Chester Karrass, and the win-win, "principled" creed of Getting to Yes, by
Harvard's Roger Fisher and William Ury. Both were game changers in their day, but neither approach fully meets the
challenges of today's volatile, disruptive, ultracompetitive business environment, where strategic problem-solving is a
crucial skill, and time is of the essence. In Creative Conflict, negotiation experts Bill Sanders and Frank Mobus provide
something new. They use a dynamic, dialectical approach to show that negotiations are driven by competition and
cooperation at the same time, counterintuitively revealing that conflict is at the core of every negotiation. When we tiptoe
around conflict, we negotiate in a half-hearted way that limits our results. Creative negotiators probe and push until they
hit a wall of disagreement, then figure out how to get past it. The authors construct a simple framework based on three
basic but distinct contexts: bargaining, dealmaking, and relationship building. They then instruct readers on how to
skillfully pursue their own interests while simultaneously seeking ways to expand a deal's scope and value for both sides.
Based on the popular Mobus Creative Negotiating seminars and the authors' experience working with Fortune 500
companies, Creative Conflict is a business book written for businesspeople, by businesspeople. It's your go-to guide for
boosting your skills and confidence as a negotiator—and learning to strike a better deal.
This book is designed to not only expose beginning tax students to tax law, but to also teach the practical intricacies
involved in preparation of a tax return. Emphasizing a hands-on approach to tax education, every concept introduced in
the text includes meaningful exercises that allow students to reinforce what they are learning. Actual tax forms are
included within the text—from the simplest 1040EZ to the numerous 1040 schedule forms—with real-world data inserted
into actual tax forms to demonstrate applied skills. A copy of the individual tax return preparation software TaxACT 2009
Deluxe is also a part of the text package, providing yet another tool to bridge the gap between understanding and
practical application of tax law.
Offered as an alternative to the authors' widely used separate texts on corporate and partnership tax, the Seventh Edition
of this comprehensive casebook continues its tradition of providing an integrated approach to teaching the
"fundamentals" of a highly complex subject with clear and engaging explanatory text, skillfully drafted problems, selective
discussion of tax policy issues, and a rich mix of original source materials to accompany the Code and regulations. This
extensive revision discusses all major developments since the last edition, emphasizing significant provisions of the 2017
tax legislation known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Highlights of new material covered in the Seventh Edition are: The
deduction under § 199A for 20% of qualified business income from a pass-through entity. The discussion incorporates
the final regulations and includes new problems. The impact on choice of entity of the 21% corporate income tax rate,
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lower individual rates, the 20% deduction for qualified business income, and other tax and business planning
considerations. The new three-year long-term holding period required for capital gains allocable to service partners with
carried interests in certain investment partnerships. A revised discussion of corporate capital structure to reflect the
changed stakes resulting from the reduction of the corporate income tax rate and the new § 163(j) limitation on the
deduction of business interest. New limitations on the deduction of excess business losses. Other technical changes to
Subchapters K and C and regulatory developments affecting partnership liabilities and corporate divisions. S corporation
developments, including the requirement to pay reasonable compensation to shareholder-employees for purposes of the
§ 199A qualified business income deduction.
Why the rich don’t pay taxes? That has been one of the questions that a lot of people don’t fully understand. If the socioeconomic class pays taxes, why do the rich escape without paying theirs? Well, this book uncovers the number of ways
many of the wealthiest people within the world use to reduce or eliminate their taxes.
Fundamentals of Business Enterprise Taxation is available as an alternative to the authors' widely used separate texts on corporate and
partnership tax. It covers all the basics and offers more condensed coverage of a few advanced topics for a consolidated J.D.-level course on
taxation of business enterprises. The Third Edition is faithful to the authors' problem-oriented "fundamentals" approach and incorporates all
relevant changes made by the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 and the Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003. Important
new highlights include: Fully integrated discussion of the impact of the reduced tax rates on qualified dividends and capital gains on
transactions between business entities and their owners Policy-based explanations of new statutory rules preventing transfers and duplication
of losses in the partnership and C corporation settings. Discussion of the impact of recent tax legislation on choice of business entity,
including analysis of I.R.S. statistical data on contemporary trends. Updated chapters on corporate reorganizations and S corporations,
reflecting the Service's evolving liberal approach to continuity of interest, multi-step acquisitions and corporate divisions, and the more
permissive S corporation eligibility requirements. New published rulings on partnership mergers and terminations and corporate divisions, and
discussion of all new relevant proposed and final regulations.
Universal basic income (UBI) is emerging as one of the most hotly debated issues in development and social protection policy. But what are
the features of UBI? What is it meant to achieve? How do we know, and what don’t we know, about its performance? What does it take to
implement it in practice? Drawing from global evidence, literature, and survey data, this volume provides a framework to elucidate issues and
trade-offs in UBI with a view to help inform choices around its appropriateness and feasibility in different contexts. Specifically, the book
examines how UBI differs from or complements other social assistance programs in terms of objectives, coverage, incidence, adequacy,
incentives, effects on poverty and inequality, financing, political economy, and implementation. It also reviews past and current country
experiences, surveys the full range of existing policy proposals, provides original results from micro†“tax benefit simulations, and sets out a
range of considerations around the analytics and practice of UBI.
Discover a concise, practical, and time-tested introduction to the most important areas of tax law with INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2017.
For more than 30 years, this book has led the market with a clear, step-by-step workbook format that walks readers through real examples
using actual tax forms. With numerous learning and study tools built into the book, INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2017 helps readers
master the knowledge and practical skills to become successful tax preparers. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This comprehensive and clearly written text is designed to help students recognize and understand the basic principles and issues covered in
law school courses in partnership or pass-through entity taxation at both the J.D. and LL.M. levels. It explains all the fundamental concepts
and transactions affecting partnerships, limited liability companies, and S corporations and includes numerous illustrative examples, self-test
questions with answers, and sample exam questions.
Mastering Partnership Taxation guides students through the complex tax rules affecting partnerships and their partners. The discussion of
each topic is designed to provide a basic understanding of the rules of Subchapter K of the Internal Revenue Code. It is specifically designed
for students taking a class in partnership tax. Each chapter begins with a roadmap to introduce the material to be presented and ends with
checkpoints that summarize the information covered.Mastering Partnership Taxation takes students through the entire life cycle of a
partnership, beginning with partnership formations and ending with partnership liquidations and partnership mergers. The topics covered
include: the entity v. aggregate theories of taxation; the “check the box” regulations; a comparison of partnerships to corporations and S
corporations; the consequences of partner contributions to a partnership; transfers of compensatory partnership interests; an introduction to
partnership accounting; an introduction to partnership debt; allocations of partnership income; partnership distributions; transactions between
partnerships and their partners; and dispositions of partnership interests.This book is part of the Carolina Academic Press Mastering Series
edited by Russell L. Weaver, University of Louisville School of Law.
Discover a concise, practical, and time-tested introduction to the most important areas of tax law with INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2016.
For more than 30 years, this book has led the market with a clear, step-by-step workbook format that walks you through real examples using
actual tax forms. With plentiful study tools and online resources, INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2016 helps you master the knowledge and
practical skills to become a successful tax preparer. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
This full-color book of Federal Income Tax Logic Maps, which supports any classroom text, is designed to assist in the understanding of key
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and how those provisions interact and generally flow. Visual aids, including graphic and color cues,
offer a step-by-step method to help analyze the tax consequences of many transactions of everyday consequence to taxpayers. Visual
references show the interplay among rules and subparts of rules. In some cases, applicable treasury regulations, revenue rulings, and case
law are also referenced. The visual format provides a comprehensive overview, allowing students to review the subject quickly prior to final
exams.

This book helps addresses the tax consequences of the most common transactions engaged in by limited liability
corporations (LLCs)and partnerships. You will develop a level of comfort with the basic conceptual framework underlying
partnership and LLC taxation, as well as gain an explanation of the tax consequences associated with issues most
frequently confronted by tax practitioners. Topics covered include: basic tax structure of partnerships and LLCs; electing
to be taxed as a partnership: "check-the-box" rules; tax consequences of partnership or LLC formation; partnership
distributions; compensatory payments to partners; at-risk and passive activity limits; profit and loss allocations: general
rules and restrictions; and reporting taxable income for partnerships and LLCs.
Discover a concise, practical, and time-tested introduction for mastering the most important areas of tax law with
INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2018. For more than 30 years this book has led the market with a unique, clear, step-bystep workbook format that walks readers through real examples using actual tax forms. The book's specific content also
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prepares readers to use actual, leading tax preparation software. Numerous study and practice tools help ensure readers
thoroughly understand the concepts. INCOME TAX FUNDAMENTALS 2018 effectively equips readers with the
knowledge and practical skills to become successful tax preparers. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The second edition of The Fundamentals of Federal Taxation is, like the first, a problem-based, transaction-oriented
treatment of the basics of federal taxation. It features a balanced approach toward tax planning and tax policy and is
structured for easy accessibility through the use of forty-one chapters, each of which can readily be covered in one, or
occasionally two, class sessions. The first half of the book provides students with an understanding of the overall
structure of the federal income tax. This part culminates in two major review problems that assist students in integrating
the knowledge gained. Thereafter, the book covers various major topics of taxation—including real estate taxation,
intellectual property taxation, family taxation, tax consequences of litigation, and deferred compensation—with an
emphasis on tax planning. It is designed to give students an appreciation for how the law of taxation connects with
everyday events of American life. In this cogent, straightforward treatment of a complex subject, the topics, the selection
of cases, and the design of the problems are all calculated to make tax fun and thought-provoking. A teacher's manual
with complete solutions to all the problems will be available.
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